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I
Whitehead rejected dualistic metaphysical approaches that have long history, widespread influence, and vigorous present defenders (e.g., van Imwagen 2002) . But Whitehead's own notions of life and consciousness seem to be subject to interpretations that tend to shade toward dualism. In this respect, an especially problematic feature of Whitehead's system is his doctrine that:
…life is a characteristic of 'empty space' and not of space occupied by any corpuscular society…. Life lurks in the interstices of each living cell, and in the interstices of the brain. ([1929] 1978, 105-106) To the unwary, this might seem to suggest that some microscopic entity (perhaps a res vivens) jumps from cavity to cavity inside each biological cell, and some kind of homunculus (res cogitans) cavorts inside the skull of each conscious human individual. To avoid these notions, so foreign to the spirit of Whitehead's project, one must recall that Whitehead replaced the notion of 'absolute' space and time that Newton had laid out in his Scholium (and which still provides an unexamined basis for much thinking, even among philosophers) with the concept of "the extensive continuum" -a plenum of possibilities. For each actual entity in the course of its "Life in the Interstices" Joseph E. Earley, Sr. 12/7/07 -5/18/07 page 3 of 15 concrescence, the infinite potentiality of the extensive continuum is reduced to a definite finite actuality by antecedent actual occasions that constrain the concrescent entity in its coming-to-be.
Continuity concerns what is potential; whereas actuality is incurably atomic.
( [1929] 1978, 61)…An extensive continuum is a complex of entities united by the various allied relationships of whole to part, and of overlapping so as to possess common parts, and of contact, and of other relationships derived from these primary relationships. The notion of 'continuum' involves both the property of indefinite divisibility and the property of unbounded extension. ([1929] 1978, 66) .
Actual entities atomize the continuum. This continuum is in itself merely the potential for division: an actual entity effects this division. ([1929] 1978, 67) For living entities, however, constraints arising from antecedent actualities are not totally effective.
The emergence of life is … a bid for freedom on the part of organisms, a bid for a certain independence of individuality with self-interest and activities not to be construed purely in terms of environmental obligations. ([1927] 1985, 65.) It is essential to Whitehead's notion of life that some flexibility always remains to be resolved by the self-creative decision of each living organism. Isabelle Stengers (forthcoming) emphasizes the importance of "non-conformal propositions" (possibilities not fully specified by past history and a particular environment) in achieving the novelty in concrescence that life requires. I now suggest that what Whitehead calls "'empty' space" should be considered to be a metaphorical space of indeterminacy, rather than some gap in extension in Newtonian absolute space. In this view, what Whitehead refers to as "interstices in the brain" would be real possibilities for mental coherence that are not yet realized ─ and therefore are available for prehension in the course of self-creation of a conscious superject. Those interstices should not be regarded as otherwiseunoccupied spatial volumes within a human skull but rather as unrealized possibilities for coherent neural activity.
… It seems as if the last delicacies of feeling require some element of novelty to relieve their massive inheritance from bygone system. Order is not sufficient.
What is required is something much more complex. It is order entering on novelty so that massiveness of order does not degenerate into mere repetition and so that the novelty is always reflected upon a background of system…. It is by reason of "Life in the Interstices" Joseph E. Earley, Sr. 12/7/07 -5/18/07 page 4 of 15 the body with its miracle of order, that the treasures of the past environment are poured into the living occasion. The final percipient is perhaps some thread of happenings wandering in 'empty' space amid the interstices of the brain ([1929] 1978, 339).
Whitehead's doctrine of "order entering on novelty" may be regarded as a direct anticipation of an important concept of systems biology ─ that evolutionary systems generally tend towards "the edge of chaos" (Kauffman 1993 have suggested that such indeterminacy may arise from quantum-mechanical features of microphysics. Penrose (1999) and Hameroff (2002) have provided an unusually detailed model of one way that sub-microscopic quantum-mechanical phenomena might be relevant to human mental functioning. They propose that the network of micro-tubules that exist within each individual neuron may provide their contents sufficient isolation from their surroundings to permit "quantum superimposed mass movements which are well insulated from their environment. It may well be that within the tubes there is some kind of large scale quantum coherent activity, somewhat like a computer." (Penrose 1999, 131-132) . A small-scale example "Life in the Interstices" Joseph E. Earley, Sr. 12/7/07 -5/18/07 page 5 of 15 of the type of coordinated mass motion that this model requires has been reported to account for rapid synchronization of remote active sites in a specific enzyme (Frank 2004) . In this case, the surface of a catalytic protein molecule includes a region in which amino-acid residues are so organized that simultaneous shifts of protons occur between neighboring atomic centers along an extended line of such centers (a "proton wire"). This results in effective transfer of a hydrogen nucleus to a quite remote site in a remarkably short time. Identification of such coordinated movement of atomic nuclei indicates that the Penrose-Hameroff model is not totally impossible, but also shows the tremendous degree of self-organization that would be required within microscopic tubules for that mechanism for quantum neuroscience to be effective. The properties of non-locality, quantization, and computational power that are sought in quantum neuroscience are certainly available more readily by other means.
III
Generally, the state of any natural system depends on relevant boundary conditions.
When we observe two of a given kind with different properties (say one object has a blue color, and another otherwise identical thing is red) we often suppose that some difference in conditions accounts for the difference in properties. Koutrofinis (this volume) points out that "bistable systems" are common in systems biology, and are philosophically interesting. In each such case, Geissler (1981) described a rather simple chemical system that illustrates main features of bistability. Two solutions are pumped into the lower parts of a reaction chamber that contains a stirring device (a 'continuously stirred tank reactor,' CSTR). The solution thus produced makes its way to the top of the CSTR chamber and then exits through an overflow tube. Suppose the experiment starts with the pump operating slowly (say at a rate of 0.1, in appropriate units).
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Under those conditions, the solution in the chamber (and in the exit stream) is blue. If the pump is gradually speeded up, the solution in the cell remains blue until a rather high pump rate (say, of 9 units) is reached, then the solution rapidly becomes red. The transition pump-rate is quite precisely defined. In a typical experiment, the solution remains blue at a pump-rate of 8.999
units, but is definitely red at a pump-rate of 9.000 units. What is remarkable about this system is that when the experiment starts with a high pump-rate of 10 units (the solution is definitely red) and the pump-rate is gradually lowered, the solution in the reaction chamber remains red long after the pump-rate is lowered well below 9 units. The transit from red to blue occurs only at a quite low value of pump rate, say 1.0 units. (The solution will remain red indefinitely if the pump-rate is set at 1.001 units.) For the extensive region of pump-rate variation between 1.000 and 8.999 units the solution in the exit-stream and in the chamber may be either blue or red, depending on the past history of the system!
Figure 1
Schematic diagram of the behavior of a bistable chemical system in a continuously-stirred tank reactor. At high pump-rates, the system has low concentration of autocatalyst and a red color. At low pump-rates, the system has high autocatalyst concentration and a blue color. At intermediate pump-rates, the system may be either red or blue, depending on whether the intermediate pump-rate was reached by increase or decrease.
"
The chemistry involved in this behavior is well understood (e.g., Scott 1994, 53-58) .
When chemical reactions involve a process that gets progressively faster as it proceeds (autocatalysis) and some second process slowly destroys some necessary component of the first reaction, then there may be two stable non-equilibrium steady states (labeled blue and red in the figure) as well as an unrealizable unstable steady state (thin diagonal line in the figure) . At a constant pump rate, a system that exists in either stable steady state will stay in that state unless some external factor takes the system beyond the unstable state. 4 What accounts for this behavior is the concentration of one especially important chemical, called "the autocatalyst" (low in the red state, high in the blue). The rate of formation of this autocatalyst is slow, but once its concentration exceeds a critical value (the autocatalyst concentration characteristic of the unstable state) the color of the solution promptly changes. When the pump operates at a high rate, the residence time of the solution inside the reactor is not sufficient for enough autocatalyst to be generated to reach the critical concentration value. If the pump slows, reaction solutions remain in the reactor longer and more autocatalyst is produced. The transition of color occurs when autocatalyst concentration exceeds the critical value.. When the pump is operating slowly, ample autocatalyst is generated and the system stays in the blue steady state. If the pump is speeded up from a low value, the second process may destroy more autocatalyst than is produced, and the autocatalyst concentration declines. Eventually, a pump-rate is reached at which autocatalyst concentration falls below the critical value and the blue to red transition occurs. The pump-rate at which this blue to red change occurs with pump-rate increasing is significantly higher than the pump-rate that corresponded to the red to blue change in the experiment with pump-rate decreasing.
A An alternative approach to the question of how systems wind up on one of two possible results builds on Whitehead's observation:
However we fix a determinate entity, there is always a narrower determination of something which is presupposed in our first choice. Also there is always a wider determination into which our first choice fades by transition beyond itself. ([1925] 1967 92)
Clearly, biological organisms are composed of subsystems (e.g., digestive systems, organs, tissues, cells, molecules…) that have greater or lesser degrees of integrity. Just as clearly, each biological organism is a component of larger units (breeding groups, broods, swarms, local ecologies, regional ecosystems…). Each of these persistent coherences, at both smaller and larger levels of size, is characterized by "homeostasis" -intricate balance of dynamic processes that maintains approximate constancy of overall properties under a range of environmental conditions. Further, each biological organism is the outcome of a long historical process of development; each species results from millennia of evolution. At each of the myriad stages of that evolutionary history, and at each of the many critical points of growth and development of each individual organism, units (of any and every level) that were not able to sustain homeostasis under whatever conditions actually prevailed failed to persist and/or to leave progeny.
Each biological network of processes involves features that are the functional equivalent of switches ─ variation in external conditions or of internal state gives rise to transitions of processes from one dynamic condition to another ─ from "off" to "on" or the reverse. Normally, such biological switching involves bistable systems. What may appear to be a basic ambiguity or indetermination of the state of an entity at one level may well be a feature that is intrinsic to a control network at another level. Bistable systems are relatively simple examples of coherent networks of dynamic processes. Those same bistable systems are also integral parts of more complex and larger dynamic networks. The characteristics and requirements of inclusive networks must be taken into account in understanding the factors that determine the state of a specific bistable system at a particular time. Chemists and other scientists can easily generate "Life in the Interstices" Joseph E. Earley, Sr. 12/7/07 -5/18/07 page 10 of 15 models of bistable systems that are largely independent of their environments. In natural systems such as those studied in systems biology, bistable systems (themselves networks of dynamic process of less-inclusive coherences) are quite generally functional parts of more-inclusive entities. Those larger networks must be taken into account in any attempt to describe why a particular bistable network functions as it does.
When the function of a network is unchanged over a range of values of the parameters that characterize that network, the network is said to be "robust" (Wagner 2005) . In the CSTR experiment described above, quite similar results are obtained with solutions that are only approximately the same in concentration. 7 Another kind of robustness can be seen in "neural networks" ─ combinations of computing units have some similarities to how neurons may be connected in the human brain. (Cattell 2006, 55-70) In such cases, the configuration in which units are connected is more significant than the properties of the individual units. Robustness is more the rule that the exception in the many classes of networks described in systems biology 
IV
The long-running discussion of scientific realism seems to have entered a structuralist phase that seems quite congenial to process philosophy. Elsewhere (Earley 2006a, forthcoming A, forthcoming B) I have developed aspects of an ontological approach that seems capable of dealing with concepts, methods, and results of systems biology and which also shares the basic intellectual thrust of research in that discipline. The main point of this approach is that when a group of processes achieves such closure that a set of states of affairs recurs continually, then the effect of that coherence on the world differs from what would occur in the absence of that closure. Such altered effectiveness is an attribute of the system as a whole, and would have consequences. This indicates that the network of processes, as a unit, has ontological significance. Whenever a network of processes generates continual return to a limited set of states of affairs, the system may function as a "whole"-with respect to appropriate interaction partners. The balance achieved by the processes provides the form of definiteness of a unified agent. The causal powers of such coherent aggregates are indeed just the powers of the "constituents acting in concert" (Merricks 2001 ). However, the components act in concert in the specific way they do only because of their inclusion in the closed set of interactions that defines the coherence. This renders the causal powers of the coherence defined by that closure nonredundant, and hence the coherence, as a unit, is ontologically significant. The form of definiteness that provides internal coherence also grounds external efficacy of the societal aggregation. The closure is a structural feature of the coherence -possibly, but not necessarily, apparent in spatial structuring. One can show (Earley 2006b) 8 that every such coherence is the representation of a mathematical "group" or "semi-group." What is fundamental is achievement of effective coherence -the level of size on which that achievement occurs is irrelevant.
Combinations of processes produce effects that are not simply attributable to the constituents.
Whenever that efficacy is relevant, 9 non-redundant causality warrants recognition of those coherences as ontologically significant. This ontology is a variety of structural realism -related to Ontological Structural Realism (OSR) (French 2003) , but it is also a kind of process "Life in the Interstices" Joseph E. Earley, Sr. 12/7/07 -5/18/07 page 12 of 15 philosophy. The designation "Process Structural Realism" (PSR) seems appropriate. This approach can provide a unified account that includes quantum microphysics, systems biology, and the philosophy of organism ─ without reducing any of these to another.
